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Hunger, poverty, despair,

and the status quotillf y
?

T j (CUP)-The crises the Quebec today into some sort showing the occupation of 
Canadian government has of perspective for Canada, so Montreal by the army. Dian 
been forced to face during the we can all relate to the recent made the following ob- 
past week, should not be so events and see them as ac- servation: 
surprising as the government tions that develop logically “It is perhaps easier to 
would have us believe. from the history of oppression believe that the FLQ is a

In 1966, the .United States in a nation defeated in a small group of criminal 
army sponsored a series of colonial war over 180 years madmen than to accept the 
studies on possible areas of ago. possibility that the anger and
revolution in the western Some of the answers can be frustration which gives rise to 
hemisphere. These studies found in the press every day. such violent actions may 
were designed to formulate It was no coincidence that fairly accurately reflect the 
plans for blocking or most papers Wednesday Oct. feelings of a much larger 
reversing such revolutions. 14 ran front page stories group of Canadians."
One of the areas studied was announcing the government This is a partial description 
Quebec. plans “to consider” the War of the labor situation in

It appears the Trudeau Measures Act, together with Quebec that is giving rise to 
government is taking ad- all sorts of denunciations of socialist movements like Le 
vantage of the situation in the FLQ, at the same time as Front de Liberation du 
Quebec to rid itself of all Finance Minister Benson Quebec.
cumbersome extra- announced that “Jobless Now * In the past 15 years 
parliamentary opposition in Our Biggest Threat." Quebec has never come close
this country. Underground Many people in Canada are to full employment; unem- 
newspapers have been wiped facing economic depression ployment has never been 
off the map; in many cases that is not unrelated to the lower than 4 per cent, even in 
their equipment has been kidnappings in Quebec, nor to summer, and has frequently 
confiscated leaving them the fact that hundreds of been as high as 15 per cent, 
powerless to publish and youths at the Jericho Hostel * Historically, unem- 
without any funds to buy in Vancouver refused to cease ployment in Quebec has been 
more. their occupation of the 20 to 40 per cent higher than

In Montreal draft dodger building and were evicted by the average in Canada, and 50 
organizations have been 100 riot-equipped RCMP. The to 100 per cent higher than the 
busted and occupants taken people have no place to go. unemployment average in 
into custody. (A draft dodger There is no work for them and Ontario, 
or deserter arrested in they have no money. * Nearly all people out of
Canada is usually deported Dian Cohen reported the work in Quebec are French 
back to the states.) unemployment scene in * The average number of

It is necessary that we try Quebec in the Toronto Star, unemployed in Quebec last 
to put what is happening in Oct. 16, alongside of pictures
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A Teach-In on Quebec will be Duceppe, of the French weekly 
held Tuesday, Novembers at8:00 Quartier Latin, and Daniel 
P.M. in the King's Gym. The Latouce, a prominent French 
sponsors hope to present Gilles student leader. —Continued on Page 7—

Students over a barrel

Scrooge is in Toronto!
mittee on the bookstore, particular is the ten per centThe lineups extend out the

door across the hall up the Martin Jankowski and Mark charge on the currency ex
stairs and out into the rain, Freedman. change from United States
when you get in you often funds to Canadian funds. But
can’t find what you are ...
looking for and the sky Mark and I have been doing is eliminated because the ex- 
seems to be the limit on try to find out is there has change rate is near zero. 
prjces been any foul play as far as Mark and I have checked on ^

The bookstore claims it has the bookstore is concerned, this, and books that have ' 
nowhere near enough room, Over the last two weeks, come in recently directly fl 
the professors rarely get their Mark and I have at random from the States are selling for 
orders in on time and the picked up books that we the price marked on the book, 
prices are the fault of thought might be over priced The ten per cent tacked on by 
customs, shipping and the and have gone to the files of the bookstore will no longer 
publishers’ agents. The the bookstore to look at the be in effect, 
professors say the blame lies invoices. We saw, basically
on the bookstore, the what is going on, that is that discrepency, is that many 
university denies any profit the publishers from Toronto, American book companies, 
from the basement of the which is where the central such as Little Brown, have 
Chemistry extension publishing houses are, are the Canadian subsidairies and

ones who are setting prices, sell the rights to certain books

Martin: One of the things that from now on it is going to be m

h

m

The basic reason for the

building, and the students are . . t „
left holding the bag or and that the bookstore is just to their Canadian companies, 
standing in line waiting for a paying what the recom- The Canadian subsidary then 
bag to hold. mended list price is. tacks on a different price.

The Gazette begins a series Q. So what is the reason for Q. But there is a difference 
of articles examining the the difference in price bet- between companies who

the one marked on the actually print the books innever-ending Merry-go- , , m
round talking with student book and the one charged by Toronto, and the ones who act

the the bookstore? as a clearing house for the
Martin: One of the reasons in

ween

representatives on 
university Senate’s corn- continued on page 2

I.
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. . bookstore . . .
continued from page 1e tee teraetce ferae tee ferae tceterae tc =
book coming in from the bookstore in Canada does,

to-one relationship must be pr0vide insight into the ~ h They certainly have the
Slides taken on a recent trip maintained because ol the characteristics of a positive _ ' A jot 0f American university bookstores over a 
to Cuba, in the summers of degree ol handicap, and right labour - management nanies have agents in barrel.
1969 and 1970 by Dr now at least ten children are relationship.” called iobb|rs Now We have suggested to the
Micorcal of the Geology without instructors. Volun- ROOM AND BOARD fnr ’mole the "sales bookstore manager to get 
Department will be pres- teers should leave names and Room and board for 1 quiet rpnresentative of Little together with other bookstore 
ented on November 5, phone numbers at the School gjri. near Dal, $20. per week, t»rown doesn't orint the book, managers who meet with 
at 8 pm in room 410-412 ot the of Phyical Education at Dal, phone 422-3170. he iust buvs jt So he publishers at their annual
SUB. Dr Micorcal will ac- 424-2152. ACCOMODATIONS distributes it* in Canada. All meetings, and they could
company the slide showing COLLECTIVE There may still be hope for t ittleBrown goes through the possibly put pressure on the
with a lecture which is open to BARGAINING the homeless. Dal Ac- Canadian subsidary. He then publishers. Mr. Clark has
the public. a two-day seminar on comodations Office still has a gives our bookstore the book agreed to do this, since it

collective bargaining for listing of 400 rooms, many of for wbat should be the list would be cheaper in most 
senior management will be which are in the Dalhousie prjce meaning the price you cases if he could order 

Students interested in doing offered at Dal, November 3-4, area, with rents feasible for pay for it on the shelf, with a straight from the United 
community service work on a as part of Dalhousie’s at- the student loan bracket.

POSITIONS OPEN

CUBA LECTURE

HELP TEACH
SWIMMING

twenty per cent discount. But States, 
the Canadian agents can set 
their own prices.

For example, a book that’s the price marked on them in 
being sold in the other stores, but cost more in 

bookstore called “Latin the bookstore1? A lot ol books 
Applications should be taken American Civilization; the have 95<f marked on and sell 
to the Student Council Office Modern Era” by Hankey, for that in other stores, but 
(2nd floor) before 5:00 P.M. published by Little Brown the bookstore charges $1.25 or 
Monday, November 2nd. Any retailed for $4.95 in the United even $1.45. 
student is invited to apply. states, and it was sold for Martin. The problem is the 
DRUMMER WANTED $6.50 in our bookstore. Now c]assjfjcation of books by the

what happened was the pllbbsber The bookstore gets 
subsidary publisher in a twenty per cent discount 
Canada marked it at $6.50 and from tbc publisher on a text 
gave the bookstore a twenty booki but a forty per cent 
per cent discount on the $6.50. discount on a trade book. And 

No bookstore runs for less

volunteer basis are needed to tempt to serve the larger 
help teach swimming to community. It is designed “to Campus Coordinator 
physically and / or mentally sharpen management’s Internal Affairs Secretary 
handicapped children. A one- bargaining ability and to Elections Committee
li- tiopen.

Q. Why do some books sell for

are now now

COMMERCE
Final Year Students Wanted: 1 drummer (with 

drums) for D.G.D.S. 1930’s 
revue production, November 
30. Stop in at the D.G.D.S. 
Office, Room 322

the publisher decided which 
than twenty per cent. \ ou books are trade books and 
have to meet shipping and which are text books 
other overhead costs, so

Today, the Chartered Accountant plays one of the 
most exciting roles in business management. He tackles 
complex and fascinating problems. For the 
professionally-trained man the scope is limitless.

Discuss career opportunities with Clarkson, Gordon 
representatives, on campus

ROME
BEFORE CHRIST 
AFTER FELLINI Then there is another 

The classification called the mass
twenty per cent is an 
honourable figure, 
problem is the price which market book, which sells at 
the publisher, not the straight price.1 
bookstore, is putting on our 
books.
Q. Then why not order it is supposedly sold in mass, 
directly from the publisher in Take Margaret Meade's 
the United States, or do you ‘‘Growing Up in New 
have to go through the Guinea”. It’s classed as 
Canadian subsidary? anthropological fiction, and
Mark: We’re looking into yet we saw another book 
this. As it stands now, you almost identical in cate- 
can’t order books directly if gory which was arbitrarily 
they come from a Canadian classed as text book rather 
publisher or a Canadian than a mass market book, 
jobber. We are trying to see 
what can be done about that 
but right now it’s illegal to or Canadian publisher had 
order directly from the States marked up the price that was 
if the rights*to sell the book listed on the pocket book. It’s

a the publishers or distributors 
who are doing this to the 
bookstores, and since the

November 3 & 4 Mark: Amass market book

Appointments should be made through the Student 
Placement Office. If this time is not convenient, 
please contact us directly: 429-4080

Clarkson, Gordon & Co.
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS

An ALBERTO GRIMALDI Production

FELLINI
SATYRICON

Halifox • Sainl John . Quebec - Monireal • Oftowo • Toronto 
Hamilton . Kitchener . London . Windsor - Thunder Bay • Winnipeg 

Regina • Calgary . Edmonton . Vancouver . Victoria i
Therefore the distributor(English Subtitles) % 

COLOR by DeLuxe* PANAVISION®

[Rj United Artists

NOW PLAYING
RESTRICTED TO 18 YRS. & OVER 

FRIDAY & SATURDAY 
6:50 & 9 P.M.

SUNDAY THRU WEDNESDAY 8 P.M

have been given to 
Canadian outlet.AROUND HALIFAX Martin: Right now we’re 
trying to see if we would want bookstore has to pay what 
to test the law. Dalhousie isn't they bill them, the bookstore 
the only bookstore that comes has no other recourse but to 
under such a policy on the Pass them on directly to the 
part of the jobbers. Every students. ,

ODEON HYLAND
454-1354

Atlantic SymphonyMonday, Nov. 2
Orchestra Series. Cohn 8:30

A MILITARY CAREER?
Tuesday, Nov. 3

Michelangelo (b) Canaletto: Painter of 
Warsaw

Art Film Series (a)

COULD YOU HANDLE IT?
It will take only a few minutes of your time to find out. Consult with 
your MILITARY CAREER COUNSELLORon Campus

at the
MANPOWER CENTRE 

Monday - 2 NOV. 70

Thursday, Nov. 5 Dal Film Society 
"Shifting Sands" - Mclnnis Rm. 7:30

We Offer:
Complete subsidization through your Baccalaureate Degree 
and

Sunday, Nov. 8 Ensemble Syntagma 
Musicum Kees Often, Conductor - 3:00 
p.m. Admission Free.
Delight".

course,

Medieva I
A well paid and Challenging Career as a Commissioned Officer 
Graduation.

on

Make your appointment NOW through your University Manpower 
Officer. You are under NO obligation.compliments of:

GO WITH US

M. K. O'BRIEN PHARMACY THE CANADIAN ARMED FORCES6199 Coburg Rd.

i I
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The Dalhousie GazetteLegal aidMANGE
BIEN

CANADA’S OLDEST 
COLLEGE NEWSPAPER

stall this week:
dorothy wigmore, al story, jon pierce, will offley. julie mcmahon. 

don maclennan, martha macdonald, sandy lyth, brian Jamieson, 
barabara barris, elio dolente, martin dalley, tom barry. lorne 
a br am son.

sympathy to the illustrious but tonsilless neil harrison, and 
greetings to fieldworker sue perly, working God knows where now. 

otherwise.everything is as busy and rushed as usual, 
you'll find us in the Dal SUB, room 334. or if you can't make it. 

phone 424-2350.
the ad manager has his own line. 424-2507.
“in order to find out what the real rules are. break them". 

Laing

By GLENN WANAMAKER 
It is a busy day today in the 

offices of the Legal Aid 
Services on Gottingen Street. 
The chairs are full, with the 
overflow standing patiently. 
There is a steady buzz of 
people's voices seeking ad
vice.
whitewashed wall is a sign 
saying “Help us to help you.’’

the Legal Aid Service, or 
as it is now known on campus, 
the Clinical Education 
Centre, provides free legal 
advice and assistance to

MANGE BIEN, PART II 
By JON PEIRCE

It remains to speak of the SUB, the attractions of which I 
neglected to point out in the last installment.

As a matter of fact, in the intervening days, I have taken a 
trip to New York and back, hoping that through thus 
distancing myself, I could gain some measure of im
partiality. But it is no use.

If anything, I was even more appalled, on looking into the 
SUB dining room at lunch hour the day following my return, 
than at any time before I left.

I regret to say that “Instant Anomie,” a sociological term 
used to describe the state of interpersonal relations in such 
pits as New York and Chicago, could be applied to this 
cafeteria at its peak periods, also.

If anyone has conducted a serious conversation in that 
room lately between the hours of 11:30 and 1:00 on a week
day, I wish he or she would let me know. I couldn’t.

SUGGESTIONS
Certainly it would be a help if whoever is in charge of 

shooting that horrendous loud music through the building 
would consider a moratorium, at least at mealtimes. Added 
to the crowds, it’s a total bummer.

If that stuff isn’t shut off soon I may start playing contra- 
bassoon solos in there. Consider this fair warning.

It would also be nice (and civilized) if a meal ticket could 
be used for at least a couple of meals a week at some of the 
city's better and more reasonably priced restaurants, with 
the University to reimburse cooperating establishments on a 
monthly basis for amounts up to$1:25 for lunch and $1.50 for 
dinner for meals which Dal students eat there: That might 
relieve congestion a little.

cleantheOn

Right on” given 
LeDain Commission

( a

lower income groups unable
to pay for professional help. It By LORNE ABRAMSON
went into operation last May The Ledain Drug Commission roadshow rolled into 
8th under the leadership ol Halifax last week for the second and last time. With 
Greg Warner, Dennis Pat- few exceptions the commission got a “right on” from 
terson, and Dan Lapres.

The purpose
operation is to inform the report last spring recommending liberalization of non
public about various types of medical drug laws, has been touring Canada to gauge 
legal aid, partially through public reaction. In Halifax it got expert opinions, 
the distribution of pamphlets. “If parents are as upset as they say they are, they should 
The most important aspects, be taking action,” said general practitioner Dr. Henry 
is that the bureau provides Reardon commenting on the lack of parents present, 
counselling free of charge. Another witness criticized the youth agencies for failing to 
and when necessary, the send representatives.
services of a lawyer. Several of the presentations gave information on drug use

Since the opening about and abuse in Halifax. Ron Hinch of the Merrv-go- 
four months ago, the bureau round drug assistance centre said LSD accounted for 
has handled over 500 cases, 62 per cent of the street drugs. The average age of 
running the gamut from users, mostly students, is 19. 
family law to landlord

the Haligonians present.
The Commission, which released its controversial interimof the

All experts agreed that speed, which filtered into Nova 
tenant disputes. About 10-15% Scotia in September 1969, according to Alistair Watt of the

N.S. Youth Agency, has reached crisis proportions.
Hinch. Brian Phillips of the youth centre Headquarters and 

possible by live Dal students, p>r a.W. Kushner of Dal Health Centre stressed the need for 
who, so far, have only been m0re facilities to help “speeders” and particularily a drug 
able to scrape up $5,000 in analysis centre. They said street drugs are often cut with 
definite grants. All the additives and treatment would be easier if the additives were 
backing came from the known.
Barristers’ Society.

The new tall operation, no liberalization of the present drug laws, 
longer run by the students Local psychiatrist F.A. Dunsworth said the commission's 
alone, is in the hands of a few permissive stand on drugs could be exploited into 
part-time aids and one full- permissiveness over more dangerous drugs, 
time paid secretary.
Dalhousie Law School, under

end up in court.
The opening was made

SOMETHING ELSE

All in all, the SUB is something else.
If you like to eat sitting on a suitcase in an airline terminal 

during a blizzard, you’ll love eating at the SUB cafeteria.
Normally, following the conventions of the major food 

critics, I try to subordinate ambiance to food, but in this case 
it’s impossible.

I’m sure there’s some physiological reason for this, but I‘d 
rather not go into it—the whole business is sickening enough 
as it is. I would hate to think of eating anything that required 
cutting with a knife- it would be all too easy to smash your 
neighbor in the jaw with a hard elbow. And conversation, the 
usual mealtime diversion for civilized people, becomes 
impossible. I don't know how the staff even manages to hear 
the orders over the din. Icertainly don’t think this problem is 
its fault. There are simply more people than a room of that 
size can possibly handle. In fact, the condition of the SUB 
cafeteria at lunch time is one of the best arguments for 
buying a meal ticket-Howe andShirreff are seldom anything 
like that crowded. And turning off the music would help. But 
someone is just going to have to come up with a lot more 
dining space, or people will be flinging food and having “eat- 
ins'' to protest. I kid you not, gentle readers.

As for the SUB’s food, it is average. The steak special at 
$1:00 is a genuinely good buy, and the coffee is very good too.
I have also eaten a reasonable facsimile of Shepherd’s Pie 
there. But the hamburgers and chips are excruciatingly 
greasy, and the eggs are so-so ... so nowadays when I get 
hungry late at night (when there are seats in the cafeteria) I 
go to à little place across the street from residence and eat 
their fish and chips, which spares me the walk, so I keep 
getting fatter and fatter... But that's the way life goes.

At some undetermined date in the future, I may be 
vouchsafed the opportunity to inform you how you can get 
clipped, if you excuse the vernacular, when you venture 
outside the sanctuary of university for your sustenance. Until 
then, a mange bien.

But the commission witnesses disagreed over

Accusing the commission of “letting down” Canadian 
parents, he said that marijuana use produced partial 

Professor David Lowry, psychosis, an emotionally “sick” association, anti-social 
created the Clinical 
Education Centre, which 
serves two functions. First, it

attitudes and possible long-term effects or transition to 
harder drugs.

Dunsworth warned parents to know where their children 
aids in the development of were> who they were associating with and what they were 
law techniques for the ,-joing 
students. Second the fifteen 
lawr students

A Beta Hi-Y brief called for marijuana to be placed under a 
crown corporation and also recommended lightening 

participating recieve credit penalties for LSD 
for this course. They visit the 
centre once a week to work

now
users.

In his presentation to the inquiry, Dalhousie pharmacology 
professor Dr. Mark Segal, who has done research on 
hallucinogens, suggested a five year moratorium on 
prohibitive laws to allow further and more conclusive 
research to be conducted.

Segal warned that drug abuse would not be resolved by any 
single measure dealing with laws, punishments or 
déterrants. He also praised the understanding approach 
taken by the commission.

What do students think? Law student Dan Lapres quoted 
the offices to improve ef- ^is study of 125 Dalhousie and St. Mary’s students which 
ficiency. This enables the showed 72 per cent in favour of legalization of marijuana, 
staff to cope with the ever
growing number of cases.

Boyne, a member of the aid 
service this past summer, is 
working on legal research 
and liason with the students.

on individual cases.
As well as some secretarial 

assistance, Dalhousie is 
contributing two research 
assistants, Mike Garten and
Tom Boyne.

Garten's main task con
cerns the reorganization of

LE CHATEAU
MEN’S WEAR LTD.
10% STUDENT 

DISCOUNTFormal
Wear

RENTALS
i NOW OPEN 

ELMER'S
I;$

Scotia Square 
Phone 429-3515Black or While- 

Tuxedos and Accessories 
Available from Slock Le ChateauCANDLELIGHT DINING . . .

BI T AT A STUDENT BUDGET . . .
TAKE OUT SERVICE TOO

SPRING GARDEN RD. at SOUTH PARK ST.
WEEKDAY.S5 p.m. to I a.m. FRIDAY and Saturda.\ til 2 a.in.

42:1-4880
ÿvWS^■VV^^■^A^VWVVVVVVVVWW•^.V^M.^^WW,Z.,V»

2179 Gottingen St. 
Phone 429-5831

5520 Spring Garden Rd. 
Phone 429-2572

HALIFAX, N.S.

•SCOTIA SnUAflE'
PHONE 429-5936
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Canada - Uncle Sam’s branch plant© “Americanization and Atlantic University English Department and find only exotic, luxurious tip of a huge economic and mobilized by Canadian financial institutions, even more seriously than it is at present, greatness is more to him than new truth.
TJnr1orHt>\>0lnnme>nt” ic tho the mo nf n one course on Canadian literature? To cultural iceberg. Its the branch plant nature Thus only 5% of the investment actually came Surely this dependent role is not what Above all he fears originality, which might cut
unaeraexeiopmem is ine intmt oj a discover that President Kennedy thought the of the Canadian economy which holds the key from outside Canada but the decisions on how Canadians really want? him off from his secure base. . .
teach-in held this weekend, October propaganda value of Time and Readers to Americanization and its solution. 78% of Canadian created wealth was to be The effect of American imperialism also using the current jargon of economics Mel
30 and 31. The teach-in which draws Digest so important that he personally in- No other nation in the western world has so invested were made by corporations who have has effects which specifically relate to the Watkins says much the same thing: “a
noted speakers from across the tervened to prevent increased taxation on willingly and so unsuspectingly allowed a not Canadian interests at heart but their own Atlantic region. Aside from the fact the branch plant economy leads to a branch plant
country, is sponsored by student their advertizers - with the threat that if he did foreign power to take over its economy in such global profit aspirations. We could easily be resource sector is highly important to the culture’ . Much of the problem lies with the

’ . .» thrpp Halifax not 8et ac‘Lon he would cancel the auto a huge and startling way as has Canada. Much financing our own economic development in a Atlantic economy, and that the provincial fact that the Canadian elite, our business and
y P J agreement between the U.S. and Canada? of the difficulty in understanding the problem rational, egalitarian and democratic way but governments all subscribe to the theory that political ‘leaders’ have too often taken the line
Universities. Some people think there may be a problem of l’es in the fact that this economic take-over the American corporations, the complicity of all investment in the area is of help no matter 0f jeast resistence or the line of the short-term

The teach-in approaches the Americanization in Canada. When I add up was done under the guise of bringing in “in- the unsuspecting colonial Canadian mentality what the source, there is also a problem in profit. The managers of a branch plant
problem from four areas, the total I get a clear-cut picture of the vestment" which was to develop Canada. and the short run greed of the Canadian that most American corporations like to satellite have a lot at stake in the smooth
Americanization of the University workings of American imperialism in Furthermore,‘the situation has its roots in business class are preventing it. locate their branch plants close to home. This operation of that country. Their power lies not
and Culture Labour Persvectives on Canada. But I also get a picture of a great the eminently respectable “National Policy facilitates the movement of parts between jn change or greater independence which

. ’ y. many colonial minded Canadians who can’t of Sir John A. MacDonald which was designed Canada’s vast natural resources and different segments of the corporation and has might entail personal loss or social sacrifice
Americanization, Economic Un- seem to get the picture. It has been said that t° cut out the competition of American reserves of potential energy fuels, the advantage of promoting the efficient use buf rather in the maintenance of the status
derdevelopment in the Maritimes, for every Manhattan there is a Canadian ice- manufacture^ aid aid fledgling Canadian provide the most telling example of how quo. Put more succinctly, the majority of the
and Americanization of the Canadian breaker and it seems only too true. production. Th<j immediate and profitable American imperialism operates through the NATIONAL-IDENTITY working people in Canada are losing the
Economy. Let’s look at these things in detail. The American business response to this move was multi-national corporation. According to ^ HMI IVUMk IULI1III I potential for the democratic control of their

Basic information will be oresented sale of ProPerty to individual Americans to create subsidaries which would be con- figures released by Jean-Luc Pepin, title The Canadian Centenary Council economy, losing the ability to rationally plan
, , „ nrirtoj * „flvinflrfo» nilor , • , may not seem at the outset to be a very trolled by the American parent but in- 99.9% of oil refining, 82.6% of the oil and Meeting in Le Reine Elizabeth in the best interests of all, while a few people
oy a panel oj experts , ajier wmcn serious thing, certainly not as important corporated under Canadian law. This process gas wells, and 84.9% of primary metal To seek those symbols maintain the affluent status of colonial
discussion will be opened to the as the operations of the American multi- of what is known as “direct investment” has smelting and refining are foreign which will explain ourselves to ourselves managers.
public. The sessions will take place at national corporation. continued unabated ever since and has in- owned. This has three detrimental Evoke unlimited responses But the hue and cry has rung out. Despite
the Kings College Gymnasium. Early results of a Nova Scotia study creased at an alarming rate since the effects. 1. foreign or American con- An(j prove that something called Canada George Grant's pessimistic Lament for a

indicate that at least 10,000 land owners reside American economy reached its height of trolled firms can extract resources r?eaiiv exists in the hearts of all Nation or several years back there is a new
By BRUCE ARCHIBALD outside the province according to the October unrivaled dominance in the western world in Canada and then have them , , . to everv Helpmate spirit of confidence and awareness developing

What does it mean to say that Amer- issue of MacLeans Magazine. Estimates foIlowing World War II. Unlike “portfolio processed by their parent plants in the home 7t Tu t t f ^ ^ in Canadians. The colonial kow-towing is no
icans are buying up huge sections indicate that 50% of the Ontario shorelines of investment" or bonds where a foreign in- country. By this process they win two ways: the start ot proceedings longer the order of the day. The struggle for
of Nova Scotia water front? To say the lower Great Lakes is American owned, vestor may put money into a project in the most of the profit comes from the stage where X portfolio ot documents truly Canadian and liberated universities for
that 97% of the Canadian auto industry, 75% of ------------------- ;---------- ;------ :----------------- form of a loan which will be repaid and end products are produced, not at the stage of On the cover of which appeared an independent and constructive intellectual
petroleum and natural industry and over 60% We could easily be financing our own forgotten in a certain amount of time, direct mining resources. The tax revenue and em- In gold letters ufe has begun.
of Canadian manufacturing are foreign and economic development in a rational, investment in a subsidiary by a multinational ployment generated at this point then benefit not The CRTC with its new rulings has
largely American owned? To say that certain egalitarian and democratic way, but the corporation leads to the outflow of profits the other country. 2. Canada has to A Mari Usque Ad Mare recognized the need for the maintenance and
university faculties are now composed of a American corporations, the complicity of from Canada in perpetuity. Although this buy back finished products at great expense not development of a creative and self-confident
majority of Americans who have American the unsuspecting colonial Canadian investment may create employment in the some of which she could have produced Djeu Et Mon Droit culture and sense of identity on the part of
research interests, who use American texts, mentality and the short run greed of the short run’ in the long run “the multinational herself. (Note the export of gypsum mined in 1 not Canadians. Some businessmen, journalists
and who recruit American buddies for their Canadian business class are preventing corporation is more certainly a means of Windsor, N.S. and the import of wall board). . M s • and academics have gathered around Walter
faculty when Canadian academics are having draining surplus than creating it”. In other 3. resource industry is most often Gordon, Claude Ryan and Jack McClelland to
a hard time getting jobs? To find that between _J___________________________________  words, Canadian workers have jobs but are highly capital intensive. In other words, it . , not form the “Committee for an Independent
1963 and 1967 over six hundred Canadian Meanwhile, potential Canadian financing the profits of American uses a lot of machinery and creates E Pluribus Unum Canada”. The NDP at the insistence of the
businesses were sold out to foreign owned or buyers get caught short, but more corporations which can invest the wealth they proportionately fewer jobs than equivalent but Waffle Group has come to the recognition of
controlled companies? To find that Uncle Sam important the best land from which to create have created anywhere in the world and in a investment in manufacturingf COURTESY OF COCA-COLA LIMITED, the fact that the branch plant economy can
will not let his Canadian subsidaries sell Public recreation facilities for all the people way which can just as easily be detrimental as Playing hewer of wood and drawer of__________________________F. R. SCOTT only be effectively replaced by an economy

water for the American imperial of management personnel on the international which is rationally planned with the interests
. . metropolis is seriously distorting our , However economic PenPranhers have of the people of Canada as a whole in mind,,

the . . . Independence of necessity implies economy, limiting our potential markets and that this nnlirv while in thp interests nf that independence of necessity impliessocialism as the only workable also our political independence. As the U.S pJit for the multinaüonal corporaUon has socialism as the only workable alternative.
Army publication Military Review stated: “If fh ,, , f rnnrPntraHna Canadian indnstrv
the mining potential of the far north should be jn the “Golden Horseshoe” area of Ontario Ear,y results of a Nova Scotia study 

Policy makers (such as the Nova Scotia tapped, if harbour facilities and storage areas Such concentration ar ifica lv induced if indicate that at least 10,000 land owners government and Industrial Estates Limited) should be constructed. . .then the northern Lged r"^0naî Canadian prior.ües in reside outside of the province, according 
claim that this foreign investment is ab- region would suddenly become rich in J ë y rational vanauian priorities, in . , „ .solutely vital to our development. But ac- military targets. The U S. defence posture - "ea^s r®g,“al dlsPant,es b-v ™akmf af as to ‘he. 0c‘“b.er ,lssue.. of, McLean s.

- ------- J 6 H like the Maritimes even more dependent on magazine. Estimates indicate that d0% of
central Canada rather than becoming the the Ontario shorelines of the lower Great 
locus of a manufacturing industry.

Why have Canadians not reacted in a more
positive and spirited way? In a “Note on All these things are indicative of a growing 
Canadian War Poetry” in Preview of awareness on the part of Canadians that they 
November 1942, F.R. Scott said:
Canadian colonialism.. .is a cast of thought, a ancJ out of the sphere of the branch plant 
mental climate. The colonial is an incomplete colonial economy and colonial way of 
person. He must look to others for his thinking. There remain a lot of unanswered 
guidance and far away for his criterion of questions and there remains a great deal of 
value. He copies the parental style instead of misunderstanding. But the main thing is that 
incorporating what is best in something of his the process appears to have begun and it is up 
own. He undervalues his own contribution and to Canadians of conviction and courage to 
over-estimates what others do for him. Old take up the challenge and carry it through.

CANADA MANPOWER CENTRE
DEPARTMENT OF MANPOWER AND IMMIGRATION

CENTRE DE MAIN-D’OEUVRE CANADA
MINISTERE DE LA MAIN-D’OEUVRE ET DE L’IMMIGRATION

RECRUITERS SCHEDULED

TO

NOVEMBER 30, 1970

Canadian Armed Forces 
Mutual Life 
Metropolitan Life 
Clarkson, Gordon & Co 
Clarkson, Gordon & Co 
Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co 
Dunwoody & Company 
Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co 
Department of Transport - Meteorology 
Defence Research Board 
Defence Research Board 
Xerox of Canada 
Xerox of Canada 
Riddell, Stead & Co
Thorne, Gunn, Helliwell & Christianson 
Standard Brands 
Imperial Oil 
General Foods 
Imperial Oil 
Government of Canada - Computer Systems 
Admin istrators 
Shell Canada 
Gulf Oil
Government of Canada - Bio-Pysical Sciences 

(Bachelor Level)

2NOV.
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
5
5
6
9 healthy to Canadian interests.trucks to China, flour to Cuba, or drugs to of Canada is spirited from our hands. 

North Vietnam when this could provide good 
solid jobs to hundreds of Canadians? To go to a business of recreation land is merely

10 It is important to see, however, that the12
12
13

alternative.16

If you love me, 
don’t leave me.

17
17
18

18
cording to Ka~i Levitt in her recently for the first time in history - would have to 
published book Silent Surrender - The become northern oriented”. To become the 
Multinational Corporation in Canada, in 1964, “safe source” of strategic military material 
of the gross investment of American branch for the United States, to become locked in a 
plants and subsidiaries in Canada, only 5% continental energy deal which would make 
originated direjtly from United States Canada’s resources absolutely essential to the 
sources. In terrai financing within these United States would limit Canada’s 
corporations amounted to 78% while 17% was manoeuverability in the international sphere

19
19 Lakes is American owned.
19Price, Waterhouse & Co 

Asarco Exploration
Amoco Canada Petroleum Company Limited 
Calgary Separate School Board 
Amoco Canada Petroleum Company, Limited 
Standard Life (Actuarial)

19
26

must take their destiny into their own hands26
27 Ï727

Schedule of events
Friday, Oct. 30 - 8:30 p.m.:

“Americanization of our Universities and our Culture” 
With: Don Clairmont, Soc. Chairman, Dalhousie 

Laurier Lapierre, journalist professor 
Robin Mathews, nationalist poet & professor at Carleton Univ.

W.A. MacKay, V.P., Dalhousie 
• Chairman : Art Monihan RENAULTSSn(AVj,<F-

Saturday, Oct. 31-10:00 a.m.:
“Labour Perspectives on Americanization and 

Underdevelopment”
With: J.K. Bell, N.S. Federation of Labour 

Gil Levine, Canadian Union of Public Employees 
Homer Stevens, UFAWU 

Chairman: P. Prouse, NDP

SOMETIMES The Young & Spirited version of the Familiar Renault 8
children's optical frames just 
dont stand a "ghost of a 
chance" in everyday use! To be 
sure your child is protected, call

Check these features which are all Standard Equipment :&m
I

m - 67 Horse Power S.A.E. rating - 4 Wheel Disc Brakes - 
-Rack & Pinion steering - Michelin Radial Ply tires - 
-4 Wheel Independent Suspension - Driving Lights - 
-4 Speed Fully Synchomesh Transmission - Tachometer - 
-.55 Miles to a Gallon & many more special features -

423-7700
2:00 p.m.:For further details for information about 

guaranteed“Economic Underdevelopment in the Atlantic Region” 
With: Bruce Archibald, Dal Student 

H. Flemming, Exec. V.P.-APEC 
Andey Harvey, Dal. Inst. Pub. Affairs 

Mel Watkins, Dept. Pol. Ec., U. of T. 
Chairman: G. Morgan, Pres. King’s College

SAPE-T-RIM
FRAMES

from
and company information, see your

* Rem ember Renault of Canada offers you a student discount 
of up to 10%£3=nPlease don’t litter.CANADA MANPOWER CENTRE

8:30 p.nj.:We're asking you to care about keeping our countryside clean. And now that Coke comes in both cans 
and non-returnable bottles that means putting the empties where they belong —in a litter container. 

Enjoy Coca-Cola any way you want it —in the returnable bottle or the newer convenience packages. 
But please —don't leave them lying around.

4th Floor “Americanization of the Canadian Ecnomy” 
With: Bob Comeau, Ec. Dept., Dal. 

James Laxer, Hist. Dept., Queen’s U. 
Jack McClelland, Publisher 
Terry McGrath, World Bank 

Mel Watkins
Chairman: A. Andrews, Theatre Dept.

To test drive the Renault 8S or any of the Renault line please
contact
Jim Tesoriere
Your Campus Representative 
Renault of Canada Ltd.
6417 Lady Ham mon d Rd.
Halifax. N.S.

STUDENT UNION BUILDING Atlantic Optical

It’s the real thing. Coke.ü 5980 SPRING GARDEN RD. 
H. T. Billard. Guild Optician 

Res. Phone 155-1494

Phone 455-0519 Res: 423-4241Both Coca-Cola and Coke are registered trade marks which identity only the product ol Coca-Cola Ltd.
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BRAMoutlines problems

Treatment of blind medieval
proper education opportunities. The 
Department of Education for Nova 
Scotia must assume full responsibility 
for the education of blind people in 
this province. It is not enough to 
smugly hand over an insufficient 
grant to a private institution for the 
education of a child, and then wash its 
hands of the matter thereafter. The 
administration of the Halifax School 
for the Blind is in no way financially- 
equipped to provide the necessary- 
services to the blind students. These 
services are, however, provided to 

The brief submitted by BEAM enough of these house-parents so each students in the luxurious modern new 
considers the school environment a one finds himself having to cope with schools that the Department ot 
serious problem for the young too many children. This results in a Education is so proud of.

The Board of Directors at the school 
is in favour of government’s full 
responsibility forthe education of the 
blind. The Board has been negotiating 
with the governments concerning the 
possible construction of new facilities 
and the allocation of additional funds.

The problems with which blind 
people are faced are numerous. They 
fall into these three basic categories:
a) Limited employment op

portunities.
b) Limited educational scope and 

effectiveness relative to the 
demands of society and the in
dividual’s potential and 
requirements.

c) Limited public understanding of 
blindness and a limited 
willingness to make a place in 
society in which the blind can 
contribute rather than depend on 
welfare assistance.

The following material, outlining some of the serious problems 
facing the blind in the Atlantic provinces, and in particular, the 
Halifax School for the Blind, was prepared by the Blind Rights 
Action Movement and submitted to the teaching staff and ad
ministration of the Halifax School for the Blind. The brief was 
prepared because BRAM believes that the hundreds of people suf
fering from blindness - many of them small children - are entitled to 
an equal opportunity to achieve a self-satisfying place in Canadian 
society. Members of BRAM further believe that at the present time 
these people are unable to fully take advantage of this opportunity. 
The brief is a statement of the reasons for this and an attempt to 
describe in full the problems with which blind people are faced.

These limitations existas a result of developing blind student. general lack of communication on an
The physical condition of the school individual basis between house- 

does not provide a good environment parents and students; no strong
a) Legislation which tends to view the for learning. The central core of the emotional or social bonds can be

problem of blindness as an in- school is more than 100 years old. made between individual students 
tellectual handicap rather than as What is now the girl’s residence was and the house-parent who must cope 
a visual handicap. built in 1891, while the boy’s residence with and understand his individual

b) An education system which suffers was built in 1897. problem.
from severe financial and Students are housed in dreary, BEAM’S impression is that though 
physical limitations which stifles depressing dormitories with from six the house-parents perform their 
educational, social, physical, and to ten beds in each room. They have duties as well as possible within the 
intellectual development of the little privacy, and washroom limitations imposed upon them, few, 
blind person. facilities are inadequate and do not if any, are trained in child psychology

meet modern ordinance standards, or special counselling techniques 
bystem limits opportunities Sometimes as many as 14 small which would fit them to perform a 

Members of BEAM stress the fact children live in a dormitory. Neither more meaningful role as guardian of 
that while many blind students pass residence is equipped with adequate the children away from home, 
through the education system, only a fire escapes. In fact, there are no Furthermore, many students become 
very few - the very exceptional - are indoor or outdoor fire escapes in helplessly dependent upon the daily 
able to fulfill their full potentialities either residence. The serious fire routine at the school. This sort of 
and obtain training in professional or hazard exists because the main institutionalization has

a number of causes:

The education departments of the 
four Atlantic provinces must 
wake up to the fact that their 
policies of herding blind people 
into a 19th century asylum, and 
paying little attention to them 
thereafter is a gross violation of 
the rights of Canadian children to 
proper education opportunities.

At the present time, because the 
great four Atlantic provinces do not fully 

semi- professional skills; skills with building is made of wood, and in case disadvantages in later years, because support the school, it is forced to turn 
which they can earn good living of fire, students would be severly when the students leave the school to other sources to obtain additional 
wages.To describe the limited range endangered because of their visual they are seriously impaired in funds However even with these

i"“**'■*■■». srsKsrStSJSi? art*sr““
recent graduate of the Halifax School depressing dormitories with from The pressures on the house-parents proximately $29,000,00. Why, ask 
for the Blind: “I had two choices. I six to ten beds in each room. They are further shown by the fact that members of BEAM, in this age of free 
could go to university, or work in a have little privacy and washroom ‘multi- problem’ children must, of education, will these governments not 
CNIB canteen.” BEAM feels that facilities are inadequate and do necessity, function and cope with supp0rt the school 100 percent 
blind people - given the opportunity - not meet modern ordinance their environment in the same way as financially? It is our opinion that the 
are capable of working productively standards...Neither residence is the normal student. Special facilities sch0ol cannot maintain its present
in many fields that to date have not equipped with adequate fire areJust not availf.blef to tbem; and 
been explored by many Maritime ‘ » neither are specially trained staff.
educators. \ p_______________________ A final problem at the school is the

The responsibility for the education handicap. This applies even more to lack of a social worker, a medical 
of the blind falls solely to the Halifax those students with mental handicaps doctor and a psychiatrist. Members ol 
School for the Blind. This school is as well. BEAM feel that the social worker
supported jointly by the four Atlantic The last addition to the school was could assume responsibility for the 
provinces, and also from other made in 1939 - more than thirty years assessment of the students, while a treatment ol the blind by the 
sources of finances. Unfortunately, ago - and since then the school has not doctor could be present on individual governments of the lour Atlantic 
the environment at the school seems been provided with additional rooms case discussions, as could the provinces to be barbaric, neglectful, 
unable to provide more than basic f0 house an ever-increasing number psychiatrist. These types ol services and unworthy oi a modern society, 
educational facilities to the majority 0f students. Classroom space is are essential to the understanding and
of students rather than a healthy inadequate to the point that treatment of the blind students and . M c .. .
environment where they can arm sometimes more than 15 mentally especially the emotionally disturbed ment of education of Nova Scotia to
themselves with an education that handicapped children must be children. Both the school and its spell out very clearly its future plans 
will be of benefit to themselves and supervised in a small and cramped students could benefit from such for the education ot the bliad 1 in * ^ 
society in later years. This problem is „om serv.ces. province with or without the support
a direct result of a lack of public The lack of living and classroom The brief goes on to say that once a of the other three governments m-
awareness and financial resources, space has been so serious that eligible blind person is in the job market, his volved.

The problem of limited facilities students have been turned away from chanceç of obtaining good em-
exists to the extent that the school has tbe school in recent years. This ployment is low because of the at- we strongly recommend that the 
had to turn away some eligible situation is deplorable and should not titudes of an uninformed public g.overn™er]t assume lull respon- 
students, says BEAM. This problem be allowed to continue, points out towards visually handicapped people, sibihty lor the education of the blind 
is further compounded by the fact BEAM in their brief. It is of little use for a blind person to for the school term (of 1971-1972). This
that the school must further strain These problems with regard to the get a good education it some mem- would require new facilities to be
these limited facilities by attempting physical structure of the building bers of society can discriminate constructed and allocation of suf-
to educate and house visually handi- severely affects the social en- against him on the ground of his ncient funds to employ additional
capped children who have ad- vironmerit at the school. The school is handicap. Blind people, for their part, qualified staff-facilities and stafl 
ditional problems, such as attempting to deal with a fair are willing and determined to im- which are sorely needed and that are 
retardation or emotional proportion of multi-handicapped prove their own conditions, but they not available at this time, 
disturbances. These students are children. These children in addition to must have the assurance of the “The Nova Scotia government
given the same basic curriculum as a visual Handicap also suffer from government that they are protected should deaj with this matter in
normal students. emotional disturbance, emotional under the same labour and civil rights dependently of any decisions made by

The curriculum at the school is deprivation, emotional over- laws as are other small minority 
perhaps the greatest and most serious protection, complete mental groups in society, 
shortcoming. It is limited, it falls into retardation, or functional mental 
four categories; literary, music, retardation. A report submitted by
tuning, and manual training. the Maritime School of Social Work In their brief, members of BEAM

“Overall, it is our belief that these describes the seriousness of the make it perfectly clear that the 
limitations which exist at the school situation at the Halifax School for the education departments of the four commitment to improve the condition 
are a result of the insufficient Blind. To date neither the school nor Atlantic provinces must wake up to of the circumstances in which the 
financial support which the school the government has shown any the fact that their policies of herding blind find themselves in Nova Scotia, 
receives, and the lack of adequate concern. blind people into a 19th century Anything short of major changes
research into vocational fields for The school uses a system of house- asylum, and paying little attention to within the next year would continue 
which the blind can be trained”, said parents to supervise the children them thereafter, is a gross violation of the criminal treatment of the blind 
BEAM during non-class hours. There are not the rights of Canadian children to that has existed in the past.'

programes, never mind bring about 
much needed improvements.

N.S. Government 
must act

BEAM concludes: “We find that the

“At this time, we ask the depart-

other three provincial governments, 
should they continue their immoral 
and medieval attitudes toward theMust enter 20th century
education of the blind.

The government must show
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. . and the Status Quo . . .
— Continued from Page 1 — 

year was 158,000. Of these 
65,000, or 42 per cent, were 
under the age of 25! ! !

* The average income of 
English speaking workers in 
Quebec is 40 per cent higher 
than that of French speaking 
workers.

* Francophones with the 
same degree of education, 
even if they are bilingual, 
earn less than do unilingual 
English speaking Canadians 
living in Quebec.

* English speaking em
ployees who are 30 per cent of 
the labor force hold 77 per 
cent of the jobs in the 
$15,000 income bracket.

French speaking em
ployees, 70 per cent of the 
Quebec labor force, hold 72 
per cent of the jobs in the 
$5,000 to $6,000 income 
bracket, according to the 
Bilingual and Bicultural 
Commission released in 1964.

* The BI&BI Commission 
also reports: “in the matter of 
occupations the French 
Canadians are found at the 
bottom of the list, im
mediately above Italians, 
both in Quebec and in the rest 
of the country."

* Also form the 
BI&BI:“Canadians of British 
origin have incomes 10 per 
cent higher than the average 
in every province except 
Quebec, where they earn 40 
per cent more than the 
average.”

* In short, it isn’t the 
knowledge of two languages 
that is beneficial to the 
French Canadian in Quebec, 
but rather the knowledge of 
one language, English.

And they conclude the 
survey: English Canadians 
have very little reason to 
become bilingual, even in 
Quebec, while for French 
Canadians, bilingualism is a 
prerequisite to income. And 
even if bilingual, French 
Canadians cannot hope to 
equal the salaries of 
unilingual English.”

This text is taken form the 
Royal Commission of 
Bilingualism and 
Biculturalism published in 
part in 1964. The Pearson

Business
Briefs

government initiated the English. 
Commission. The situation in Throughout Canada people 
Quebec has not changed are being oppressed by this 
except to get worse. How can democratic system, 
we expect the Québécois to 
respect the ballot box when farmers cannot sell their 
the ballot box has never grain and find themselves

being forced off their land 
In the light of all these and unemployed. They even 

facts, which only partially had to buy back their own 
depict the actual situation in wheat in one case, in order to 
Quebec, we must seriously give it away to starving In- 
consider the meaning of dians in the north of the 
violence in this context. M. province. Is this a democracy 
Trudeau

The Saskatchewan wheat

helped them before? By ADAM SMITH
“The more the worker exerts himself, the more powerful 
becomes the alien objective world which he fashions 
against himself, the poorer he and his inner world 
become, the less there is that belongs to him. It is the 
same in religion. The more man attributes to God, the 
less he retains in himself.”

about when we have to sell our 
democracy being threatened products at the highest price 
by the kidnapping of the FLQ or not sell them at all?
(and we must remember that 
Pierre Laporte was the the fisherman are being 
Minister or Labor in Quebec). robbed daily by the large 
But if people do not even have canning companies, who 
the basic right to work to earn refuse to allow them to watch 
their living, then we must as their catch is weighed in. 
consider that kind of violence Those men and their families

Is that

talks -K. Marx******

In the Atlantic provinces Canada's seven largest banks are doing quite well this 
year, according to profit statements for the first nine 
months of operations in 1970. Profits are up 17 per cent
over last year’s at the same time.******

West Germany has become Europe's largest investor 
in Canadian real estate. And the German buying spree, 
continues at full tilt, according to the Financial Post.

In 10 vears, $500 million to $1 billion worth of apart-, 
ment blocks, office buildings, shopping centres and 
farms mainly in Toronto, Calgary, Edmonton and1 
Vancouver, have come under German ownership as 
German businessmen have sought diversification in
politically secure areas of the world, says the Post. ******

British Petroleum Co. Ltd. ot London (England) 
reports pre-tax profit rose to $480.8 million in the first 
months of 1970. That is up from $460.25 million in the 
same period a year ago. Its taxes rose to $385 million
from $293 million a year ago.

******
The National Farmers Union opposes a proposal by 

U.S. businessmen to set up a $6 million "beef factory 
near Truro, N.S.

Plans for the factory include a provincial government 
lean to the businessmen of about $3.6 million, well over 
half the cost of the proposal.

The price in terms of increased American corporate 
control of “our social and economic freedom has serious 
implications," says 
ordinator for the Farmers Union.

****** |

According to a recent Royal Bank publication called 
“who says a girl can't handle money?”, this is how the 
bank views women:

“We think girls are just great, whatever their age, 
because each one is so different. And so special !
“You are you with your own special needs. . .and your 

own wondrous ways of stretching a dollar above and 
beyond its natural limit. And that's just one reason we 
think you're the greatest... and why we like to look after 
you.”

too. are very poor.
For days we have been democracy? 

hearing how shocked the Women are discriminated 
nation has been. On television against everywhere, because 
M. Trudeau said (Fri. Oct. they are women. They are 
16) “We are shocked...and paid less for equal work and 
this is understandable in many cases kept unem- 
because democracy ployed until they are needed 
flourishes in Canada, in- to provide cheap labor. They 
dividual freedom is cherished have not the right to control

their own bodies. It takes a 
What does the word federal government law to 

democracy mean to a worker make abortions legal across 
who can't get a job and has no Canada so that women can 
money for food, rent, clothing determine their own lives. Is 
for his family? How can he that how democracy is 
use this electoral system to supposed to operate?

And the Indians and the 
Clearly this system which Eskimos from whom we took 

everyone is talking about is this land in the first place and 
one that harbors two laws:

in Canada." six

help him?

whom we are forcibly trying 
one for the rich, and one for to assimilate into white 
the poor. In Vancouver society, they are oppressed 
Trudeau said last June there daily by the federal 
would always be rich and government. How is that 
poor in this world. It is easy to democratic? 
say that when you have a 
million dollars behind you, thing for the government, 
but is that what democracy is another for the majority ot

people in Canada who have 
It is not the poor people who long had their rights taken 

are frightened by the FLQ in away from them by the brute 
Quebec, nor is it the poor who force of an economic system 

being protected by the which they are powerless to 
army. The poor don’t live in change.
Westmount. It is the wealthy 1 _
business men who are being are beginning to rise up, like 
protected and who are the FLQ, to demand their 
frightened. And as the figures basic rights: the power to 
above have pointed out: the control their own lives, the 
wealthy in Quebec are right to food and lodging and

unimpeded leisure time. 
These are rights that we 
should not be denied.

The FLQ is only one group 
among many who are seeking 
a change in the status quo 
which oppresses them. There 
are tenants groups, and 
workers groups, and student 
groups all over the country 
fighting for the same ends. 
And they see themselves as 
having a common enemy: the 
federal government sup
ported by big business in 
Canada and the United 
States. (Imperialism is still 
the problem).

Now that the liberal facade 
has beed discarded, we can 
see that the prime mininster 
of Canada has the same 
things to say as the president 
and vice-president of the 
United States.

‘We must have law and 
order to protect the people 
from “terrorist” activités.’

But the essential fact that 
has been omitted, is the fact 
that the members of the FLQ 
are also workers, dedicated 
to freeing other workers in 
Quebec from slavery to the 
government.

Alfred Nieforth, regional co

Democracy means one

all about?

are

These are the people who

INVITATION

THE ROYAL COMMONWEALTH SOCIETY WARMLY 
INVITES STUDENTS AND MEMBERS OF THE FACULTY 
FROM OVERSEAS COMMONWEALTH COUNTRIES TO A 
WINE AND CHEESE PARTY ON SUNDAY, NOV. 1st. 
FROM 3 - 5 p.m. IN ROOMS 322-324 OF THE DALHOUSIE 
STUDENT UNION BUILDING.ARTS and 

SCIENCE ESKIMO GRAPHIC 
ART/70

Final Year Students

Today, the Chartered Accountant plays one of the 
most exciting roles in business management. He tackles 
complex and fascinating problems. For the 
professionally-trained man the scope is limitless.

Discuss career opportunities with Clarkson, Gordon 
representatives, on campus

The 1970 Collection of
CAPE DORSET STONE cut prints

will be available
9:00 a.m. Monday, 

Nov. 2, 1970 at
November 3 & 4

Appointments should be made through the Student 
Placement Office. If this time is not convenient, 
please contact us directly: 429-4080

The Sea Chest 
Boutique

Clarkson, Gordon & Co.
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS

Holifox • Saint John • Quebec • Montreal • Ottawa • Toronto 
Hamilton • Kitchener • London • Windsor • Thunder Bay ■ Winnipeg 

Regina • Calgary . Edmonton • Vancouver . Victoria
1593 Dresdan Row

â
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Ameracad ia izationPanthers pounce

Bengals beaten Exerptsfrom 
The Americanization 

of Acadia 
by BRUCE KIDD

Great harm is done to sport and its participants when it is 
organized for purposes external to sport itself. When the 
precepts of the market place become the goals of sport, as 
they have in the case of Canadian hockey, the devastation 
and dehumanization of sport necessarily occur...

Winning teams are what counts at Acadia and to get them 
the university has built a $2.5 million athletic building and 
filled it with tough-talking American coaches and razzle- 
dazzle American scholarship athletes. Performance-wise 
the program’s been a tremendous success, for already 
Acadia’s basketball team has reached the national finals 
three times and brought back the championship once. But 
everybody else is out in the cold. ..

Student leaders at Acadia charge that more than 80 per 
cent of the athletic budget, raised through compulsory 
student fees, is spent on the three favoured intercollegiate 
sports of football, basketball, and hockey, leaving little for 
other sports and the intra-mural program. Although 
Acadia’s scuba diving club is the largest collegiate club in 
Canada, for example, it receives no assistance from the 
university...

Another major complaint concerns the availability of the 
new athletic building: most of the time it’s monopolized by 
the major teams. And when one of the intercollegiate teams 
are playing, all other facilities are locked up to encourage 
full attendance...

The American coaches at Acadia have shown little in
terest in the indigenous sporting traditions of the Maritimes 
(the gym is plastered with pictures of American sports 
heroes) and in developing Maritime athletes (as Dalhousie 
has done so successfully)...

And all this is defended on the grounds that in
tercollegiate athletic success is necessary for alumni 
dollars and institutional survival.

expectations. However, they have little or no pride in 
seemed far more interested themselves or in the school 
in the proceedings than their they represent. A seeming

ly lax and cocky attitude
Dalhousie athletics, was Granted, the offence was ^as prevailed at practice 
witnessed last Saturday as missing first string Prior t0 the UNB game, 
the U.P.E.I. Panthers quarterback Rick Rivers The loss to UNB was a 
severely trounced the Tigers (among others) which disappointment; the defeat at 
by an impressive margin of meant that Jimmy de la the hands of the Panthers - a 
23-0. Mothe had to fill in. De la disgrace.

The inept Tiger offence was Mothe, who hasn’t played 
impotent for the second quarterback for two years due to the rain, but the score 
straight week, as they failed did an admirable job for a speaks for itself. Obviously, 
to garner a single point fellow playing both ways on the Tigers didn’t do too much 
against a psyched-up Pan- a rainsoaked field. Yet one right or the margin of Pan
ther defence. Even the Dal cannot help but conclude ther victory would not have 
defence did not live up to that our gridiron “héros” been so outstanding.

by Tom Barry

A complete collapse, not
the field of °”ensive colleagues.unknown in

Statistics are not available

An unidentified person, 
closely associated with the 
Tigers who was present at the 
game remarked that the 
Tigers were overconfident 
and showed no desire before 
or during the contest. Rivers, 
Lewington, Carrière and 
Burley were not present but 
are these sufficient excuses to 
account for total impotency?
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U.P.E.I. can be credited 

with providing good running 
backs and a great 
quarterback to challenge the 
Tiger defence. Quarterback 
Dionisi amazed everyone
with his heads-up football and much more. Blame it on them a hell of a lot of good on 
ability to run on his own His overconfidence, lack of pride, Saturday afternoons. The 

1W plav reminds us of the days of or depleted desire - it really most disappointing element is 
- St. Dunstan’s Jim Foley who makes no difference. What is that the potential is there, 

ijll played a comparable type of obvious is that the Dalhousie The ability to click is not. The 
game but was not nnitp as Tigers still have some of the stigma which has been ours successfuh belt “individuals" in the will probably remain with us

conference. However, this until Dalhousie can mold a 
It is unnecessary to say fact doesn’t seem to be doing team that will play as such.
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MILES FOR MILLIONS: Dalhousie’s cross country team is a 
charitable institution. Although Tiger Rick M un roe placed first, 
UNB tracksters garnered all other awards in the event.
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The Dalhousie Campus Shop
Welcomes Students to Our 

Modern Facilities in the S.U.B. “Coming Events”i mm m !yyy
:m

Mû 17?
IP ■ '••••m Friday, Oct. 30 - Men's Res. Dance with the Langley Beach Crowd, 9 p.m. 

- 1 a.m.mÜJm 1| mm~ mmM I
Saturday, Oct. 31 - Football. Acadia at Dal 1:30. - Soccer U de M at Dal 

4:00. - Field Hockey Dal at Acadia 1:30. - Hallowe'en Dance Mclnnis 
Room 9:00 p.m.malmip
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w€ kcuto.. .New
Papytibctch... Jocfeefa... Sweatee 

.. /Baiio QurubùfiA.. .Cmunm... 

JeweMe/iy.. .Ma^agmea cuuL

Sunday, Nov. 1 - "Sunday Purgatory" Coffee House. SUB cafeteria 9:00 - 
12:00 p.m.

Friday, Nov. 6 - Field Hockey Dal at UNB 3:00.

SAINT JOHNHALIFAX

BLAND’S BREWERIESHours 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 
MON. . TO . FRI.


